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The present section reports a series of experiments which are part 
of a program in which procedures derived from operant research are ex- 
tended t o  relevant problem i n  signal detection research, and in which 
procedures derived f2um signal  detection research are extended t o  the 
design of experiments in relevant operant areas- 
This part of the progress report is submitted by Israel Goldiamond, 
=.I)., principal investigator; John Thanas, Ph.D., and Stanley Pliskoff, 
Ph.D. (now at Akizona State University), research associates; Albert 
Miller, M.A., John Buagliano, M.A., end Alan Stubbs, M.A., research 
as si st ants . 
One area of comaponality between the two branches of the experimental 
analysis of behavior described i s  their attention t o  the effects upon 
behavior of consequences attached t o  it. 
veloped refined procedures relating reinforcing and aversive conse- 
quences t o  behavior, and we have bui l t  such procedures into the ce l l s  
of the decision matrices of s i g n a l  detection research. 
for  establishing and maintaining complex behaviors have also been in- 
cluded. 
pay-off8 t o  behavior i n  a manner which  differs f r o m  the  systematic 
relation o b t a u  in operant research, and we have designed some 
operant experinrents in terms of the refined decision framework of 
signal detection. 
which is applicable t o  many classical and novel behavioral problems 
beyond the investigations in audition and vision with wbich it is 
usually associated. 
Operant research has de- 
Procedures 
Signal detection research programs its systematic relation of 
The l a t t e r  framework turns out t o  provide a procedure 
f 2 , 
I 
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This part o f t h e  report i s  divided into three sections: 
1. Signal Detection Psychophysical Research:-=!Rx€s section reports 
research i n  which ROC curves have been obtained from both baboons and 
humans. 
w e l l  as other data on differingtasks. 
which have established and maintained rational behavior over extended 
Comparative curves have been obtained on identical  tasks, 88 
Procedures have been developed 
periods of time i n  baboons, Such behaviors, when humans are involved, 
are considered complex decision behaviors, since they are governed, not 
by consequences attached t o  one response rather than another, but by 
optimization criteria involving net  gains into which there enter the 
ccnnplex of consequences in a decision matrix; these are related t o  un- 
certain states of the  environment i n  terms of a strategy which can be 
specified. 
a t ica l ly  varied with human observers. 
Both 'f&lse .alarm penalties and hit gains have been sgstem- 
The procedures developed indicate 
the  possibility of extending such advanced perceptual methodology t o  
animal research in perception and decision processes, both as basic 
research, and t o  provide baselines fo r  other research. 
2. Application of TSD t o  the  Design and Analysis of Operant 
Conditioning Experiments:-The research extends the Theory of Signal 
Detection t o  the design and analysis of experiments i n  operant behavior, 
Behaviars and problems studied thus far w i t h  pigeons include matching 
t o  sample, deleyed responding, stimulus change, discrimination of 
elapsed time, discrimimtion of own behavior, switching behavior, and 
concurrent schedules. 
I -  
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3. Other Experiments:-Research is reported in other v isua l  
phenomena in w h i c h  the interest is, at the present mQmgnt, primarily 
i n  the class of' phenomem themselves. 
typically considered subdective, such 88 Purkin;le after-images and 
subjective color, with animals 88 mbdects. 
structed for control and analysis of eye-movepents in humans. 
is  also reported on the use of v isual  stimuli as conditioned reinforcers 
and other variables involved in maintenance of behavior. 
These include phenomena 
Apparatus is being con- 
Research 
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GlmERAL momm10r? 
The research reported involves the relation of procedures developed in 
both signal detection research and operant research t o  problems typically 
identified with each of these areas. 
being used for independent studies and for studies In which identical Fro- 
cedures have been applied for comparative purposes. 
Both animal and human subdects are 
Although the consequences of behavior enter into both operant research 
and signal detection research, where they are coaceptualized as reinforce- 
ment and pay-offs respectively, there are differences between the i r  use of 
consequences which apfect the design and data. In operant research, given 
t w o  alternative response classes, and two alternative consequences, differ- 
en t i a l  reinforcement refers t o t h e  systematic relation of consequence A t o  
response A, and consequence B t o  response B. 
w h i c h  is defined as appropriate varies (as in  responding Left or Right when 
the matching stimulus changes position), the relation described holds if 
response classes A and B are  redefined t o  include appropriateness-inappro- 
priateness. Stated otherwise, consequence A is still attached t o  response 
class A (which now comprises responding Left when stimulus left, and Right 
when right)  and consequence B t o  response class B (Left when right, and 
Right when le f t ) .  
and maintain b e m i o r ,  and highly efficient procedures for  the progr-g 
and maintenance of complex behavior i n  a n i d s  and people have thereby been 
developed. 
decision matrices. 
may be two alternative response classes, but their relation t o  the pay-off 
differs. 
but two other consequences, C and D, are attached t o  response B. 
othervise, there is r i sk  attached t o  either of the alternative responses, 
Where the alternative behavior 
Such differential  reinforcement has been used t o  shape 
Signal detection pay-offs are characterized by their  use of 
In t h i s  type of research, as i n  operant research, these 
I n  this case, two consequences A and B are attached t o  response A, 
Stated 
* 4 
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and the r i s k s  differ. 
t h i s  means that there are two different consequences attached t o  the ,two 
appropriate behaviors, and there are two other different consequences 
attached t o  the  inappropriate behaviors. Thus, responding Left when left 
In the caae where appropriateness was discussed, ---- 
viu produce a different consequence fraaa responding Right when right, and 
I 
there are two different types of errors, exemplified by Type I and Type II 
errors. Tfie operant case deacriiied is thus the l imiting case of the more 
general decision one where consequences for both types of errors are the 
same, end consequences for bath types of corrects are the same. 
There are magg situations where the decision type of consequences lacy 
be applicable. For exemple, when we recently moved, the choice vas not 
the gain attached to mbving as opposed t o  the loss  attached to steYing. 
Rather, mov3ng  had gains and losses, and s t q i n g  had gains and losses 
attached of a different kind. 
handled in a matrix, w i t h  same optimization rule established t o  govern 
In decision theory, these consequences ere 
the  best behavior. This q not be the particular reinforcement attached 
t o  a behavior, but a net gain i n  terms of a matrix. As we sha l l  see, in 
one of the present experiments, the papoff (or reinforcement) was increased 
f r o m  5 cents t o  50 cents. 
unaffected. The result  was related t o  decision outcQmes. 
B o t h i n g  else was changed, but the behavior was 
Classical psychophysica dealt w i t h  the alternative response classes 
of Yes and Bo for detectioc of a signal, 
obtain psychophysical curves and measures of sensit ivity such 88 the 
threshold. 
Yes-No process. Maqy of the problems which had hitherto been considered 
integral  to perceptual research have turned out t o  have been functions Of 
procedures which masked variables b u i l t  into the decision design. One Of 
the aims of' the present research is similarlg to use decision processes 
These procedures were used t o  
The Theory of Signal Detection applies decision theory t o  t h i s  
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In the design of operant i-esearch, on the assumption that experiments 
so designed and analyzed mey p-ce gains similar t o  those produced 
in perception, and t o  rationalize some of the problems currently found. 
The losses and gains entered into the decisian matrices of signaJ 
detection theory have by and large been monetary. 
obviously cannot be used w i t h  animals. Accordingly, the present research 
reports the development of effective systems of pay-offs which can be 
used Sor bath animals and humans. 
not only the basis for comparative data, but capitalize upon advances 
in operant research, and make available for  use i n  perceptual research 
this technology of shaping and maintaining complex behevior. 
Such losses and gains 
These systems of pay-offs provide 
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Response B 
The research t o  be reported is systematic, aud it mey be parsimonious 
Alarm: 
Consequence Consequence 
1 2 
Quiet: Miss: 
Consequence Consequence 
3 4 
L f 
t o  s ta te  the ccmmonalities in advaDce, rather than t o  describe each set of 
conditions for each experiaaent. 
The decision mgtrix.-A decision matrix is involved in each experi- 
ment i n  the first two parts, signal  detection research, and application 
of TSD t o  design of operant research, The matrix is as follows: 
Response A 
t o  a new key, etc. Response B mey be lo, or R i a t  Key, or Large, or 
remaining on the present key, etc. The exact response w i l l  be defined 
at the  outset of each experinrent. 
Events.-In each t o  be reported, there are two states 
of the environment. 
states of the environment re la te  to what is  normally considered the 
purpose of the  experiment. 
example, the alternative s ta tes  may be the presentation of noise alone, 
or the presentation of signal-plus-noise. 
experiment, the presentation i n  the match may be a stimulus which matches 
These are Indicated in the column entries. These 
In a signal detection experiment, for 
In a matching t o  sample 
-8- 
the sample or a stimulus which does not match the sample. 
of time, the conditions m a ~ r  be a short t i m e  interpel or a long t i m e  
interval. 
nondeley, and so on, 
In estimation 
In delayed responding, the situaticms may be a delay or a 
Consequences of relation of behavior t o  events.-A 2 x 2 matrix is 
thus established in which there are 4 cells, A I ,  AII, BI, BII, which 
correspond t o  the occurreme of Response A in the pesence of Event I, 
and so on. 
Y e s  and Bo and the events may be noise and signal-plus-noise. 
occurrence of the 2eapo-e Yes in the presence of noise defines a false 
alarm, and i n  the presence of signal, a h i t .  
the  presence of noise defines a quiet o r  correct rejection; i n  the 
presence of signal, it defines amiss. 
the  organism can respond Left or Right, and the events are that the 
correct match is in the Lef t  or Right key. 
two weys and incorrect in two ways. 
being correct are treated as one, as are both ways of being incorrect. 
AIZ @/SI) ratio is formed. OUF tiata indicate that this method of analysis 
produces different results f'rcunthe design called for by decision theory, 
w h i c h  regaires different entries in each of the four cells. 
procedures can thus be viewed aa a limiting case of the more general 
decision behavior. 
rarily labeled hits and misses, and the t w o  incorrect can be Labeled as 
false alarms and quiets, depending upon the desiepl. 
I n  the s%gnal detection experiment, t h e  responses may be 
The 
!Rle occurrence of Bo in 
I n  the match-to-aaarple case, 
H e  can thus be correct in 
In operant research both weys of 
The operant 
The two correct entries in the table can be arbit- 
r 
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The enfries i n  the four cells are consequences, reinforcing or 
aversive, or papoffs. 
5#. 
presented produced a nickel. 
Time Out 15 seconds. This means that every Yes response when noise 
was presented resulted i n  the apparatus becoming inoperative for 15 
seconds. Another notation is Advance, usually for wets. This  means 
tha t  t h e  presentation goes out, without gain or loss, and the next p r e  
sentation is ready. These matrices involve the blending of operant and 
signal detection procedures. 
literature. 
as we shal l  see, the outcome. 
The hit c e l l  notation mey be Fixed Ratio lh, 
This means that every 14th Yes response when the signal was 
The false &ann cell notation mey be 
Each entry is derived from the operant 
The colnbination is derived from decision research as is, 
The ROC curves.-In maqv signal detectian experiments, the false 
a l a r m  contingency is made the independent variable. 
reinforced by a nickel; the quiet may result in zero gain, and the miss 
mey result  i n  a 24 loss. 
can make is through responding Yes. 
in to  the false alarm c e U  and the size  of this loss w i l l  guvern the 
number of Yes responses the organism makes. If the penalty is consid- 
erable, the organism mey say Yes very inffequently, and if the penalty 
is low, he may Yes more frequently. 
The h i t  may be 
Obviously, the only gain vhich the organism 
Accordingly, losses are inserted 
Since the 50% Yes point is the threshold, and the  number of times 
he says Y e s  is governed by the penalty fo r  false alarm, the threshold 
w i l l  be a function of the severity of penalty attached t o  false alarms, 
and the threshold w i l l  vary while the organism is equally sensitive t o  
the stimulus. The curve which presents hit rates as a function of false 
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alarm rates is called an ROC curve or receiver operating characteristic 
curve. This curve is the locus of all possible pairings of false alarm 
ratesand h i t  ra-, at a given signal-noise ratio. 
false a la rm is rclaxed, the falee alarm rate will increase, and so will 
h i t  rate; the curves link the  specific values of each. 
name that has been suggested far this curve is the isosensit ivity curve; 
although the response rates differ at each point, the subdect is equally 
sensitive St all points on this curve. 
As the penalty for 
An alternative 
For each change in signal-noise ratio,  differing ROC curves w i l l  
be drawn, aad the net result will be a table with a family of curves. 
From such a table, an infinite number of psychopbyslcal curves can be 
drsam. 
Such detection tables and ROC curves may also be plotted for match- 
to-sample research and for time estimation c w e s ,  as w e l l  88 the  other 
problems t o  be reported in this presentation. 
Control of Plresentatiaa.-Tbe stimulus presentation, whether it 
is an absolute bar t o  be responded to  as large or small, or a pair of 
stimuli cme of which must be chosen, is governed by the subject i n  dl 
experiments t o  be reported. 
then produces the presentation stimulus. 
when there is a t i m e  out penalty. Here, the presentation device is in- 
activated for the period of the time-out. This means he cannot produce 
the stimuli in whose context a response may produce reinforcement. In 
the Advance case, the presentation goes out, and the next presentation 
response Produce3 the rext stimulus.  
He presses a button or pecks a key which 
This occurs in a l l  cases except 
-u- 
S i g ! d  -noise ratios.-The signal-noise r a t i o  refers t o  what is 
called the stimulus Almension doing vhich discriminstion occurs. 
In the psychophysical experiments of t h i s  series, noise was defined 
Gaussiady by bem (see next section), and signal was an increment t o  
each bar. 
varied. 
t i m e ,  differing nPmber of responses before a light went out in discrim- 
ination of one's own behavior, differing periods of time since a light 
changed in delqed responding, and the like. 
that the model can be applied t o  the design of a variety of operaat 
experiments. 
In the  aperSnt experiments, the signal-noise dimension 
It vas different periods of time in discrimination of elapsed 
The experiments suggest 
In TSD research, there is  considerable overlap between the two 
distributions whose elements nust be differentiated ( a  presentation, 
such as a radar blip,mey be identical for  both a Russian and an American 
plane; 
for the r isk of false alarm. 
alarm, the model ca l l s  for the observer t o  raise his criterion, and 
settle at some stimulus, bqond which one response is given, and belaw 
which another. The criterion chosen is releted t o  optimal resolution 
of the decision matrix entries. This will be discussed in greater 
detail in the psychophysical section. 
objectively it belongs to  one class or  the other), pruviding 
As the penalties are increased for  false 
USE OF FADING PROCEWTRES 
Throughout many of the experiments, fading procedures have been 
utilized. Where a difficult  discrimination is t o  be made, the fading 
procedure involves establishing a simple discrimination first; and when 
I 
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the discrimination COntrOlS the organism's behavior without error, el+ 
ments of the new dimension are gradually added BS the older dimension 
is gradually withdrawn in a systematic m e r ,  so that eventually the  
behavior came8 under the cmtrol of the  new discrdminaticn. 
s i t i on  from one dimension to  the other occurs w i t h o u t  error. The 
complex discriminations discussed here were established by such methods, 
and w e  have developed 
tein complex discriminations in animals aad people for use i n  such 
signal detection and other discrimination research. 
would seem t o  have applicability for a variety of discriminative tasks 
and represent another one of the implications of operant technology t o  
psychophysical research. 
The tran- 
research procedures which establish and main- 
The procedures 
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A. SIGNAL DETECTION PSycHoPHySICAL RESEARCH 
A detailed description of the apparatus, the rationale,  and the 
more gemera1 procedures has been presented i n  the preceding progress 
report  and i n  the general introduction. Accordingly, the present 
statement w i l l  present only those features of these which are  necessary 
t o  explain the present procedures and findings. 
General Statement and Derivative Procedures 
Tbe general procedures fo r  a l l  the experiments t o  be reported in 
thie section are  the following: The presentation of the stimulus is 
controlled by the subject who presses a button ad l ib ;  l i gh t  is then 
presented on a translucent screen illuminated from behind,which has 
the shape of a bar. 
there w i l l  be presented a bar which may range in s i ze  from a very 
small one t o  a very large one. 
Depending upon the area covered by the l igh t ,  
The subject has two keys (or buttons) t o  press which are re la ted 
by the experimenter's program t o  the s i ze  of the bar. 
large and smell  presentations were qui te  distinguishable. 
was small the l e f t  response w a s  appropriate and i f  it was large, the 
r igh t  response. 
I n i t i a l l y  the 
I f  the bar 
A t  the present stage the series of frernee for s l ides  fo r  which the 
small o r  large response io appropriate contain many overlapping elements. 
Stated othewise, same of the frames f o r  e l ides  in  the small d i s t r ibu t ion  
are larger  than some of the frames fo r  s l i des  i n  the large dis t r ibut ion,  
with the reverse also holding. 
The d is t r ibu t ion  whose man bar is smaller than the mean bar of 
the other d i s t r ibu t ion  is considered noise, and the other d i s t r ibu t ion  
is considered signal-plus-noise, giving the decision matrix presented 
-14- 
Relation t o  c lassical  psychophysics 
In one type of c lass ica l  psychophysical experiment, the observer 
may be seated before a screen which is constantly illuminated. 
the illumination has been carefully set by some inst-nt, it may, 
nevertheless, vary randomly around soas mean. 
be ra re  and the more typical fluctuations w i l l  be small. 
f luctuations a re  randomly distributed, this background il lunination 
may be defined a s  noise, with Gaussian dis t r ibut ion.  
sounded, and the experimenter then either flashes a l i gh t  on that screen 
or does not f lash a l i gh t  on that screen. 
indicate whether or  not the experimenter flashed a l i gh t  on the screen 
during tha t  tone, the judgment period. I f  the presentation by the 
e x p e r h a t e r  w a s  suf f ic ien t ly  emall ,  it amp occur when the fluctuation 
of the background l igh t  produced so small a background presentation tha t  
(a) backgrouad-plus-light =re less intense than (b) a high random 
fluctuation of background alone. 
say No, a m i s s .  
Although 
Large fluctuations w i l l  
I f  the 
A tone is 
The subject 's  task is t o  
In the case of = the observer may 
Be m i g h t  say Yes during k, a fa l se  alarm. 
This s i tua t ion  is often encountered i n  threshold studies,  and the 
degree of d i f f i cu l ty  of decision is a t tes ted  by the f a c t  that the 
def ini t ion of the threshold as the point of 50% detection of the 
increment.implies missing it 50% of the t ime.  When the increment is 
smaller, it is detected less than 50% of the t i m e ,  and i f  it is made 
larger,  it is h i t  increasingly more, producing the familiar psychophysical 
ogive. This c lass ica l  psychophysical procedure is  one of the more 
refined ones; variations such as the Method of Limits, s ta i rcase  and 
up-down methods, etc. may be used to  derive similar curves. 
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There have been numerous precedural and interpretive d i f f icu l t ies  
related to  threshold and sensit ivity studies. 
conciled by the application of the Theory of Signal Detection. 
the subject can make two kinds of errors, cal l ing the background an 
incr-nt and call ing the increment a background, and can a l so  be correct 
i n  two ways. 
the increment (the usual psychophysical consideration), but also of 
the consequences attacbed to  the behavior. 
penalized very severely for  reporting a background as an increment, he 
is l ikely t o  call out increments f a r  less often than otheraise. 
want the increment t o  be very large before he labels it a s  such, since 
when it is smaller he is  more likely t o  be in error  and is therefore 
l ikely t o  be punished severely. Accordingly, h i s  5ox point w i l l  occur 
a t  a awch higher increment level, and he w i l l  have a higher threshold 
and appear t o  be lees sensitive. 
Many of these are re- 
&re 
His behaviors w i l l  be a function not only of the size of 
I f ,  for example, he is 
He w i l l  
Relation t o  present research 
In the present research, the -11 bars are distributed Gawsianly 
and correspond t o  the background illumination. 
large ones are rare. 
requirements of noise according to  the theory of detection. 
series is  formed by adding a fixed increment to  each bar in  the noise 
series. Accordingly, each signal bar is s l ight ly  larger. Ihe d ie t r i -  
bution of large bars must be Gaussian (since it is based on the noise 
bar) and meets the requirements of signal-plus-noise i n  the theory. 
Very small  and very 
The distribution of ama l l  bars thus meets the 
The larger 
, 
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Eleven series of large distributions have been developed, i n  which 
the increment t o  the basic noise distribution is progressively increased 
i n  steps of 1/4 inch. 
large, the smallest signal-plus-noise presentation is larger than the 
1ar8est noise presentation, As the signal increment gets maller, the 
overlap between the two distributions is increased. Where the increment 
is very small, only the smallest noise presentation can not be confused 
with a signal-plus-noise presentation, and only the largest signal-plus- 
noise can not be confused with a noise presentation. 
be i n  e i ther  category. 
t ions have been prepared for both binomial and Gaussian distributions. 
Figure 1 presents the binanial distributions for the noise and various 
signal-plus-noise series. The curves are "tents". '&e Gaussian curves 
would be the familiar normal curves; the binomial curves lend themselves 
t o  more ready i l lustrat ion.  
expressed i n  an arbitrary u n i t ,  and the ordinate indicates the number 
of times tha t  presentation w i l l  appear i n  a given series. 
a t  the tops of the distribution indicate the number of increments above 
zero (noise) which characterizes that distribution. 
we can see that with a bar whose size is 7, the odds are 6 t o  5 that  
it came from the noise distribution as opposed to  the distribution whose 
increment was 1. The odds are  6 t o  1 the distributions are noise on an 
increment of 5.  
Accordingly, where the increment is extremely 
The others could 
These eleven sets of signal-plus-noise distribu- 
The abscissa is the size of the given bar 
The numbers 
From th i s  fggure, 
For a given signal-noise ratio, and for a given decision amtrix, 
strategies can be warked out which w i l l  produce the opthum net gain 
I 1 I I I I 
m d m N + 
\o 
... 
: . .  
I 
I I 3 ” a 
I 
- .  
I 
‘ I  
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fo r  the observer. The strategy involves set t ing a cri terion bar size, 
and call ing ewrythfag above it signal, and belaw it, noise. I f  there 
are very l o w  penalties for false alarm, and high gains for hi ts ,  the 
cr i ter ion should be set low. 
The optima can be analyzed mathematically. 
For the reverse, it should be set high. 
The bars meet a l l  the theoretical requirements of noise and signal- 
plus-noise of TSD. 
explicit :  
of the different s izes  are established according t o  Table. 
increment is exact because it i s  filmed that way. The dimension of 
change is unidimensional for the B- reasow- all the bars are the 
SI- width, hit their height varies, 
The difference is that  the major elements are 
the distributions are expl ic i t ly  Gaussian since the frequencies 
The simal 
I 
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EWERIMENTONE: "!5ANDBABooNs 
Time-out 
5-120 sec. 
Advance 
The decision matrix for the human experiment is the following: 
FR 14 
5 cents 
Time-out 
Yes 
(left  button) 
2 sec. 
No 
(right button) 
The matrix indicates that  the only response which produces reinforce- 
ment is the Y e s  response wben t he  signal is present. 
w a s  on a fixed r a t io  of 14, that is, 14 correct detections activated a 
counter whose points were worth a nickel t o  the subject. 
for  responding Yes i n  the presence of noise, that  is, false alarm 
penalty, was a time out which was fixed dtiringa session, but was the 
independent variable between sessions. 
seconds, 
Y e s ,  a l l  equipment becmne inoperative and he could not work t o  produce 
the stimuli i n  whose presence he might get reinforced. 
i n  the presence of noise is a q u i e t ,  and the stimulus presentation went 
off; the apparatus was inmediately readied for  the next presentation. 
A m i s s ,  defined a s  stating No i n  the presence of the signal, was penalized 
by a two second time-out. 
The reinforcement 
The penalty 
It ranged from five t o  120 
A t  the l a t t e r  value, if the subject made an inappropriate 
Responding No 
-20- 
Left 
Lever 
The decision matrix for the baboon experiment is the following: 
Time-out 
2-l20 sec. 
I 
i -  
Right 
Lever 
signa 1 -Plus 
Noise Noise 
Time-out 
Advance 
2 sec. 
F R 5  
1 pellet 
It is evident that this matrix is practically identical t o  the 
matrix used for the humans. The major difference, of course, is  the 
reinforcement. 
r a t i o  of five, t h i s  is, five h i t s  had t o  be made before the pel le t  was 
given. 
humans and the consequences of quiets and misses are identical. 
This was one pellet  of food distributed on a fixed 
The penalty for fa lse  alarm is practically identical t o  that  for 
Figure 2 represents a classical psychophysical curve obtained for 
SN4 with one of the animals. 
4 represented i n  Fig.1. 
from five seconds t o  120 seconds, thelpsychophysical cume becanes 
steeper and the threshold higher. 
run under the same procedures are presented i n  Figures 3 and 4. 
highest pointson the ROC curves represent the two second time-out and 
the lowest points represent I20 second time-out,with points between having 
intermediate values. As the penalty for false alarm diminishes, the 
probability of false alarm is raised, as f a  the probability of correct 
detection. 
Ihe distributions used were 0 (Noise) and 
It w i l l  be noted that  as  time-out i o  increased 
ROC curves for the two other baboons 
The 
I 
- 1  
-21- 
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Figure 2. Classical psychophysical curve obtained from baboon 
under different conditions of penalty for False A l a r m .  
!&e 8timulus presentation distribution is the same. 
Note rise in threshold as  a function of penalty. 
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Figure 4. ROC curve obtained for third baboon a t  same 
signal-noise ratio. 
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A comparison of the curves for  the two baboons shows them t o  be 
pract ical ly  identical ,  although B-J has a greater range indicating a 
larger  change i n  h i s  c r i t e r ion  for  given time-out values, especially 
a t  the long time-out durations. 
t h i s  baboon has a correct detection r a t e  of .47 and a fa l se  alarm r a t e  
of .08, while a t  the same time-out value, the other baboon, B-S, has 
a correct detection r a t e  of .62 and a fa l se  alarm ra t e  of .14. The 
f a c t  that  the curves f a l l  pract ical ly  on the same l ine  harever, 
indicates tha t  they a re  equally sensit ive.  
these baboons can be used to different ia te  perpetual sens i t iv i ty  from 
response bias factors. 
t o  consequences d i f f e r ,  the ROC curve indicates t h i s  is the source 
of the differences rather  than any difference i n  sens i t iv i ty ,  which 
is identical. 
For example, a t  120 seconds time-out 
Thus the ROC curves for  
Although the i r  response s ty les  and Sensi t ivi ty  
The data t o  be presented next involve comparison of the most 
sensi t ive human subjects with one of the baboons, both baboons chosen 
for  t h i s  section having been equally sensitive. 
Figure 5 presents the ROC curves for  both organisms. The lowest 
point is the r a t e  obtained a t  the maximum time-out, namely, 120 seconds, 
and the highest point represents the curves obtained a t  the minimal 
time-outs. The ROC curves a r e  indistinguishable, indicating tha t  
the baboon and the human subjects a re  equally sensit ive.  
a l so  suggest tha t  both a r e  responding t o  optimize net gain i n  accord 
with the requirements of decision theory for t ha t  signal-noise ra t io .  
Their optimization is not that  of the ideal  observer, a computer, but 
the baboons are optimizing a s  w e l l  as the human observers. 
The data 
-25- 
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Figure 5. Comparison of human and baboon subjects on same 
tasks. Both organisms respond according t o  the 
..requirements of decision theory for that signal- 
'noise ratio.  
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EXPERIMENT TWO: VARYING THE HIT PAYOFF 
Yes 
10 sec. 
In this experiment the payoff for h i t s  was varied as well as 
the penalty attached t o  false alarms. 
described by the following matrices: I 
Two conditions were run, 
- 
FR 14 
50 cents 
BO 
Noise Signal-Plue 
l o i se  
1 I FR 14 I 
I I 5 cents I T- 
 
Advance 
Time-out 
2 SeC. 
Time-out 
2 sec. 
Advance NO 
AS can be seen, two payoffs w e r e  used for hits. One was 5 cents 
f o r  every fourteenth correct detection, and the other was 50 cents for 
every fourteenth correction detection. 
t o  two time-out penalties for false alarm, 120 seconds time-out, and ten 
seconds time-out, giving four conditions, Figure 6 and Figure 7 present 
the classical pSyChOphy6iCal cumes for subject SJ at SN3, with Pigure 6 
These were systematically related 
i 
under conditions of time-out of 120 seconds, and Figure 7, the timeout 
f o r  false alarms of ten seconds, under both reward conditions. 
be seen frcm these two curves, the subject's psychopbysical f'unction 
was not affected by the changes in reward values. If the two curves 
are superhposed,hawever, it w i l l  be seen tha t  hfs behavior was affected 
by the false alarm penalties. 
reseats less detection end BP increasingly higher threshold than at  
ten secands the-&. 
As can 
A t  120 seconds timPsut, the curve rep- 
The ident i t ies  of these two curves under different conditions of 
reinforcement should not be interpreted t o  mean that  consequences are 
not effective. 
Assuming that  he can make a certain number of presentatims within a 
given time, and assuming tha t  he can make money on some of these pre- 
sentations, then time represents money to  the subject. 
t he  pay-off froan 'faye cents t o  f i f i y  cents, we are thereby increasing 
the monetary value of time. 
more precious and the penalty f o r  false alarm rate is accordingly in- 
creased i n  a manner aactly analogous t o  the pag~d'fgained from hits. 
Hence, differences in reinfarcement at a given c e l l  do not affect 
performance. 
These not h i n g  different, behaxior is not affected. 
The subject presents the stimuli t o  himself ad l ib.  
When we increase 
Hence, each moment of time becomes all the 
R a t h e r ,  it is their effects upon the net gain that do so. 
-28- 
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Figure 6 .  Variation of reinforcement magnitude 
does not affect response of observer 
at Time Out 120". 
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Figures 8 and 9 represent the psychometric perfowance of a 
different subject, SR -der SlU3 detection conditions. 
the timei-out is 120 seconds, andthe higher curve is five cents with 
the laver curve fif'ty cents pey-off. 
pey-off for hits decreased performance. 
panalty i s  ten seccnds end the situetion is reversed. Making the 
pay-oif mer increases rate. 
a ten second penalty snd a 120 second penalty indicate that  the increase 
in peralty produced steeper curves with higher thresholds. 
i n  the psychometric data fran t h i s  subject suggest that he is not as 
good en observer as the preceding subject, This difference may be due 
either t o  his sensi t ivi ty  or to his response pattern. 
the Boc curves far these two subjects under similer pey-off for hits. 
Again, the upper points represent low t imeouts ,  and the lower points 
high time-out. 
curves, he is a =re sensitive subject than SR. 
sistent, as indicated 011 the monetary variable curves. 
In Ngure 8 
Paradoxicallys increa~3~% the 
In Figure 9 ,  the t im+Out 
Superimposition of the  curves under 
The reversals 
Figure 1L) presents 
The curve of SJ is the upper curve. As defined by ROC 
He is  also mare con- 
The effects of increasing megnitude of reinforcement w o u l d  appear 
t o  be ccmplex. 
subject t o  take larger risks in makJng a false alarm. 
the subject whose perforarenee is fbrther from the theoreticel  optimum, 
as aubJect SR demonstrates. 
A higher reinforcement magnitude mey also indruce a 
This can benefit 
i 
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In order t o  determine t h i s  tendency it w i l l  be necessary t o  
look a t  local re la t ive rate8 of responding i n  a finer-grained 
analysis. It is possible, for example, that  the subject who shoved 
no overall change w i t h  the higher magnitude did so because a local 
r a t e  change produced no noticeable change in reinforcement frequency 
because he vas already behaving close t o  the theoretical optimum. 
Future reeearch w i l l  explore these relationships further. 
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OTEER EICPERMENTS 
ROC curves have thus far  been obtaine for four SN ra t ios  
with hunraa obeervers. 
different  SN ra t ios  are presented i n  Figures 11 and 12. 
a l l  SN ra t ios  should be sampled. 
a series of curves, fraa which an inf in i te  number of psychophysical 
curves could be drawn. 
and th i s  is made the parameter in  Figure 13, which presents psychometric 
functions for  one observer a t  one SN ratio.  
is equally sensitive a t  each time-out, the thresholds differ.  
Psychophylrical curves in the c lass ica l  tradit ion would require a 
sampling fram several Sa ratios,  but the relation of thresholds t o  
time out would remain as  depicted here. 
Comparieons of tbe same observers under two 
Sdeally, 
Such an ROC series would present 
Time-out decreases as  the points increase, 
Although the obaerver 
From the classical psychophysical curves it is impossible to  
indicate whether the difference6 of thresholds for  the two subjects 
a r e  functions of the differences i n  sensi t ivi ty  or functions of 
response biases produced by the differing consequences. However, 
each of the ROC curves is the locus of a l l  possible response bias 
fo r  a given signal-noise ra t io ,  and such comparative ROC curves can 
actually differentiate sensit ivity from response bias. 
is the following: 
produces a ROC curve identical  t o  that  which another subject would 
produce for a different signal-noise ratio.  
of a l l  possible response biases, therefore, the response bias contri- 
butions to  the variance are identical. Hence, the differences between 
The rationale 
8uppose ope subject for  a given signal-noise r a t i o  
Both curves a re  the locus 
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Figure 11. ROC curves for two SH ratios for S.J. 
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Figure 13. Psychmetric functions, with t ime  out the 
parameter. 
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the two may be related t o  their sensitivity. 
be numerically described by anmering the following question: 
f i l t e r  would I have t o  put Over the more sensitive subject t o  degrade 
h i s  performance to  that  of the less sensitive subject? If the f i l t e r  
is a 9oX transmission filter, we might state that one subject was 90% 
a s  sensitive as the other. 
This sensit ivity can 
What 
Not only can subjects be cuupared to  each other i n  th i s  manner 
but they can be compared t o  an absolute called Ideal Obsemmr. 
Ideal Observer represents a computer w i t h  information as  t o  the signal 
and noise distributions who would optimize net gain throughout h i s  
performance by choosing appropriate c r i te r ia ,  and thereby produce 
ideal curvets. Ihe Ideal Observer can provide a yardstick for the 
The 
definit ion of sensi t ivi ty  . 
Although the i l lustrat ions used came from Figure'l, containing 
b inmia l  distributions, the data reported in  the precedins experiments 
involve stimulus distributions which were Gaussian. mese film 
sequences were prepared as a result of experience with prior sequences 
i n  which the distributions were based on the expansion of the binomial 
theorem. 
but the normal distribution has 1558 fraaes i n  each distribution. 
For each SN r a t i o  a separate set of distributions must be filmed and 
considerable e f fo r t  has been expended i n  the preparation of such 
distributions . 
'Be binomial distribution had about six hundred frames, 
Although the binomial experiments have been completed, the actual 
curves obtained w i l l  be presented in  the f ina l  report. The data 
indicated the importance of attention to  minutest details.  
for example, very little change i n  baboon behavior from a two second 
time-out to a 30 second time-out for false  alarms. It was surmised 
that the baboons had learned saue of the sequences in  the binomial 
distributions. 
distribution immediately differentiated these two, and other, penalties. 
There was, 
Substitu€ion of a film sequence based on a Gaussian 
The faregoing experiments involve automated equipment. Each f'raslpe 
of the film not only prajects a vertical bar but is also coded for 
photocells vhich indicate its distributioa, its order, and its 611 ratio. 
ReadiPgs Fram the! phutocells activate trsnsducera which are connected 
to  circuits coordfnated with the subdect's responses. All presentations, 
effects of r e m e s ,  and their interrelations eire automatic. 
The data are recorded on counters as w e l l  as on seven czurmlative 
re orders, as Figure 14-g indicate. 
seconds, 10 seconds, and 30 seconds are presented. 
from the bhamial distributions, which contained serial effects. 
Recordings for time-outs of 0 
These curves are 
False alarm rates under these conditions are presented fn Figure 14a. 
As can be seen, the higher the penalty attached to  false alarm, the lower 
the false alarm rate. 
rates. 
decreases . 
F;tgure 14b presents the corresponding detection 
As the false alaw rate is decreased, the number of hits also 
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Figure 14c represents the quiet rate under these conditions. 
It will be noted that when there is no penalty attached t o  false 
alarm, there are no w e t s .  
number goes up. The nuniber of misses is also a Function of false 
alarm rate, indiccrted in Figure 14d. 
As the false alarm rate i s  increased, the 
The SA and SD responses are presented in Figures 14e and 14f, 
respectively, 
of errors and the S* responses are the summations of the ;;Wo ways of 
being correct. Although the SA /SD ra t io  is generally related t o  de- 
tection, it loses data try cambiaing these scores. A t  times this loss 
i n  data mey distort  the da%a since ye have obtained SA /SD ratios 
which result in different conclusions from those obtained by inspec- 
t ion of the  ROC curves (presented in preceding repolrt). 
The SA responses are the summation of the two types 
The number of present responses as a fbnction of the different 
false alarm rates is indicated in Figure 14g. AB can be seen the rate 
of subjects' responses is also a fbc t lon  of the penalties attached t o  
false alarm rate. 
less likely the subJect is to present himself w i t h  a stinatlus for 
The bigher the penalty of the false alarm rate the 
juagment 
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Ran the data collected thus far on the effects of reinforcement 
magnitude, there is some indication of em interaction of reinforcement 
lnagnitu.de aad coat far en error. Uhder the assumption that the sub- 
Ject is me;rimiehe his net g a b  the reinforcement e t u d e  shcmld be 
irrelemt, since the behgpior that maximizes the pay-off w i l l  maJtimiee 
it regardless of the absolute value, 
As iadicated by the data of 8ubJect SR, whether or not a subject 
be related t o  the level of is sffected by reinforcemrsnt magnitude 
e c t a d  performaace relative to the theoretical optimum pel.formsnce, 
It is proposed to explore this relationship -her by nranipulartbg 
the variables throughout a wider range of timk.0u-t values and rein- 
forcement -tudes. 
the nrsture of the decision strategy being used by the subjects end 
its relationship t o  the pay-off matrix, Laace has pointed out the lack 
of researcb in this area and its importance in assessing the nature of 
response biases in aetectias tasks. 
2, Cmsistency of Judgment S 
Thtse procedures m y  also a l l o w  us t o  determine 
Some data have already been collected, but not yet aaalyzed, to 
assess the consistency of Ju@gnents over short periods of time ( 5  nilno) 
The data W i l l  allow us to plot ROC curves end psychometric functions in 
5 minute blocks for 1 haur sessions. Green, in a study of the consis- 
tency of auditury detection judgments points out t he  necessity of this 
kind of data for what he terms a molecular psychophysics, Very little 
c 
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has been done thus far  i n  the  area of signal detection theory in  deter- 
mining sequential effects in JuQnmz&%. 
Ora procedures and stimulus canditions ere uniqwly suited for 
this kind of study since both t h e  signal and noise distrlbutian are 
known exactly and the film presentation insures the identical presentation 
of the stimulus each time it occurs. 
3. Extension t o  ather SI? Ratios 
Since one of the problems in TSD is generating ROC curves by using 
large signals, we w i l l  explore this problem by extension of procedures 
used thus far t o  larger SH ratios. 
4, F m e d  Choice Behavior 
Film sequences have been premed and aaOther booth is now ready 
for  running other subdects in experiments in forced choicet 
The paradigra for each of' these experiments is the follaving: Four 
circles are presented an a screen in an up, dawn, left, and right position. 
Corresponding t o  these positions are four buttons at the subJect's table, 
One of the circles is different frcxnthe others, The different  sequences 
include a triangle i n  one circle with squares i n  the other three circles, 
Locating the odd circle represents form discrimination, 
that color discrimination, size discrimination, cawept discriminsbign, 
and a variety of other discriminations may be assessed by t h i s  method. 
Forced choice behavior and Yes40  behavior have been rationalized 
by the Theory of Signal Detection, and these experiments would seek t o  
extend these relations using sane of the methods described earlier, 
It is evident 
These experiments will be conducted in conjunction with the next 
F o b l a .  
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5. Scaling of Yes40 Values 
TO the side of the subject's response panel containin8 the up, barn, 
left, and right buttons are ten butt- arranged in a column. 
four are black followed by s green button, fo l land  by a red, followed 
by fcav black buttons. The green and red buttons when used alone can 
be made t o  represent Y e s  and Bo, as in the preceding series of e x p e r i t s .  
The general design would r e m e  the subdect t o  present himself with a 
stimulus consisting of the four circles. H e  wuld then be required t o  
press the forced choice buttaa corresponding t o  the oddity one. 
sentations w i l l  be varied i n  intensity, so that it will be extreme* 
difficult  for bim to locate the odd figure under such conditions. 
will be m8ny more responses than where the intensity is high, since the 
subJect is required t o  perform until accurate. 
the next element in the chaia will require him t o  state Yes or Ro as t o  
w h e t h e r  he saw the Stimulus. It will thus be possible t o  relate signal 
detection, Yes-Blo behavior, and forced choice behavior. Different con- 
sequences will be attached to the Yes-Ro behaviors according t o  the 
decision matrix and t o  the locationsl behaviors. 
both synchronous and asyncbrmaus curves can be produced. 
perception effect refers to accurate location in the absence of Yes res- 
ponses. This has been ascribed (Goldiawmd, 1958) t o  differences i n  
pay-off8 attached t o  the two classes of responses. 
variation of the psry-offs, it is expected that the opposite of subliminnl 
The first 
The pre- 
There 
H t x v h g  msde th i s  response, 
It is expected that 
The subliminal 
By appropriate 
perception VlU be produced, that is, report of Y e s  responses in  the 
absence of correct location or hsllucination, 
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A s e c d  parameter t o  be investigated w i l l  be the scaling of the 
Yes and Blo responses. 
five point Yes scale, and the red button and the four below it forma 
five point Blo scale. The literature is replete in the sc- of Yes 
respansee; the present study would also seek t o  scsle Ro responses and 
attach different consequences t o  all of these. 
6. B&oon Research 
The green button and the four above it form a 
U n f o r t u n a t e l g  a l l  three baboons, who had been trained t o  optimize 
net gain according t o  decision theory in a manner identical t o  the de- 
cision process of human observers, were asphpciated in t he  tragic fire 
which occurred at I.B.R. this math. 
small  colony of these anhala for Future research 3x1 signal detection 
and related perceptual problems. We believe that the data obtained thus 
far are unique. 
It is plauned t o  reestablish a 
Although the death of t he  baboons is a serious loss, much of the 
time involved in their training w a s  spent in developing procedures t o  
bring them t o  appropriate decision behavior. In  the process, the ex- 
perimenters learned appropriate procedures. 
therefore to  train the next group of baboons in less time. 
It should be possible 
The laboratory is currently being redesigned t o  minimize the like- 
lihood of such losses in the future. 
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B. THE USE OF SIGNAL DEII3CTION IBEORY IN T€IE DESIGN 
OF OPERANT EXPJ3RIMBNTS. 
As was iudicated i n  the introduction, operant research and signal 
detection research have the commonality of stressing the role  played 
by consequences i n  the maintenance and al terat ion of behavior. 
both types of research, the consequences are  expl ic i t ly  scheduled i n  
re la t ion  t o  expl ic i t ly  specified responses. 
the two types of research is that  in operant research, where the 
responses can be classif ied into two categories, Response Set A and 
Response Set I), and the consequences can be specified into two 
categories, Consequence Set A and Consequence Set B, a systematic 
relationship between the two is  normally arranged so that Response 
Set A w i l l  have Consequence Set A contingent upon it, and Response 
Set  B w i l l  have Consequence S e t B  contingent upon it. 
a lso  involves responses c lassi f iable  into two sets, Response Set A 
and Response Set B. However the consequences attached t o  each set 
d i f f e r  f r m  their relat ion i n  operant research. 
set w i l l  have a t  l ea s t  
Response Set A may resu l t  in either a favorable or unfavorable consequence, 
and Response Set B may r e su l t  in two consequences as w e l l .  
values of the various consequences may be systematically altered,  so 
tha t  there are four, rather than two values involved. Decision 
processes involve weighing the various al ternat ives  according t o  some 
optimization cri terion. 
In  
A major difference beween 
Decision research 
Rather, each response 
sets of consequences attached t o  it so tha t  
Further, the 
The two responses mag each resu l t  i n  a favorable 
-55- 
or unfavorable consequence providing a r i s k  i n  e i ther  case. One response 
may resu l t  i n  high gain and a high loss,  while the other response resul ts  
i n  l i t t le gain and l i t t le loss, i n  which case the alternative behaviors 
may involve "going for  broke" or "playing it safe". 
the experimitntal designs o€ dacision theory d i f f e r  from those of operant 
research. 
In a l l  events, 
'phe experiments t o  be reported i n  th i s  section are i n i t i a l  attempts 
This would t o  apply decision theory t o  the design of operant research. 
involve r e q u i r w  the subject t o  make two responses, as i n  many branches 
of operant research, but attaching the likelihood of two different  
consequences t o  each response, so that  four d i s t i n c t  relations ensue. 
In matching t o  sample research, signal detection theory would suggest 
tha t  the four relations are the two different  types of errors and two 
di f fe ren t  types of correct, whereas operant research treste as a single 
uni t ,  the errors  on the one hand, and the corrects on the other. Such 
combination has created many problems i n  c lassical  psychophysics, and 
has produced effects  which can be related t o  the loss of the f iner  
detai ls .  
for  the design of operant experiments may also provide new tools for 
the analysis of cer tain problems. 
The use of decision processes and signal detection theory 
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EXPERIMENT ONE: DELAYED RESPONSE 
This experiment concerns behavior under the con-rol of s t imuli  
temporally separated from the  behavior, or delayed responding. 
i n  t h i s  area has been related to symbolic and representative processes. 
Morgan (1943) for  example, states tha t  "A symbolic process is indicated 
when the signal or cue f o r  adjuetmnt made is  not present a t  the t i m e  
of response". 
present it has sanehow been incorporated symbolically i n  the organism. 
Indeed, Pavlov (1927) critiees Kb'hler's chimpanzee studies on a related 
ground, arguing that Kohler had made an invalid inference when he 
ascribed thinking t o  the chimpanzee because there was an interval  
of t i m e  between the chimpanzee looking a t  the banana and sticks, and 
putting the s t i cks  together t o  g e t  the banana. 
Research 
This explanation assumes that i f  the stimulus is not 
I8 
Delayed response and procedures for  its e s t a b l i s b n t  and analysis 
a r e  currently being investigated. 
following: 
with three keys. 
illuminated. 
simultaneously illuminating the two side keys. 
be bright ly  llhninated .ghr&out ell 50 responses, or dimly illuminated 
during the first 5 responses, and br ight  for the remaining 45. 
dim i n i t i a l  illumination is considered the signal and the br ight  
illumination is considered the noise. The pigeon is required t o  
respond, a f t e r  a considerable delay, to  a stimulus. The r igh t  key 
The experimental s i tua t ion  is  the 
in a match t o  sample apparatus, the pigeon is confronted 
The two outer keys a re  dark, with the center key 
F i f ty  responses on the center key put the center key out, 
Ihe center key may 
The 
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is the key which is considered the signal response key, a d  the l e f t  
key is considered the noise response key. This gives us the following 
decision matrix: 
Bright A l l  50 Bright Last 45 
Left 
Right 
Time-out 
10 sec. 
I 
FB 15 
4 sec. 
1 grain 
F'R 15 
4 sec. 
grain 
Time-out 
10 sec. 
It w i l l  be observed that the pigeon can make two types of correct 
responses and two types of incorrect responses. 
moment, the decision matrix is syn~netrical, as presented above. In 
l a t e r  stages of the experiment, the en t r ies  w i l l  be altered t o  be more 
i n  accord with the matrices presented i n  the preceding sections, so 
t ha t  one key w i l l  have both a high payoff and a high cost ,  and 
the other key w i l l  have less of each. 
A t  the present 
A fading procedure was used t o  es tabl ish control by the delay. 
In i t i a l ly ,  during the signal presentation, the center key was dim a l l  
50 of the 50 responses of the ratio. 
under these conditions, the signal presentation waa changed, with 
the center key being dim during the i n i t i a l  40 pecks on the key, and 
then being bright on the next 10 pecks of the key. 
After behavior was  established 
The alternative 
noise presentation was also presented, and this w a s  brightness during 
a l l  f i f t y  pecks. 
the center key dim during the f i r s t  30 pecks but bright during the 
last  20; then dim during the first 25 but bright d u r i q  the l a s t  25; 
then 20-30; then 10-40; and a t  the present stage the key is dim for  
only the f i r s t  5 pecks but is bright for the remaining 45 pecks. The 
corresponding noise presentation consists of brightness during a l l  50 
pecks and the pigeon must distinguish the events that happen during 
the first 5 pecks in e i ther  case, since t h i s  provides the different ia t ion 
between signal and noise. 
2he signal presentation was then changed t o  having 
Ihe experiment has progressed t o  the stage indicated thus far. 
Making the noise key left and the signal key r igh t  may produce certain 
effects. It appears that the pigeon may assume a posture during those 
first feu pecks a t  the center key which indicate that  a signal is 
presented, and may re tain tha t  posture during the pecks during 
brightness. 
Accordingly, red and green are  now being introduced, with the green key 
the signal key and the red key the noise key. 
a t i c a l l y  a l tered in position 
The experimental design a l so  ca l l s  fo r  a l te ra t ion  of the en t r ies  in to  
the matrix fran their present symmetrical form. In the present 
synnnetrical form, both the consequences of both types of correct 
responses are the same as  are the consequences of both increased responses. 
It can be demonstrated that under these conditions the SA /@ r a t i o  
w i l l  produce results which are  similar t o  those produced by a signal 
Th i s  posture may then serve t o  " fac i l i t a te  memory". 
'ihese are  being system- 
in an attempt t o  eliminate posture effects.  
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detection analysis. 
make them asynanetrical and ' i t  w i l l  be in te res t ing- to  ascertain t o  what 
extent the ~6 /S 
conditions of symmetry are removed. 
However, we intend to  vary these en t r ies  and 
D r a t i o  serves as a useful measure d e n  the limiting 
During the signal presentation the number of pecks under dimness 
lhis and the number of responses under brightness have been varied. 
r a t i o  can be considered the signal parameter. This experiment is 
related t o  a pr ior  experiment reported by Pliskoff and Goldiamond 
(in press) to be r e p a t e d  l a t e r  under th i s  section. 
-a= 
EXPERIMEZT TWO: DISCRWNIm OF ELAPSED TIME 
The present experiment is concerned with training in the estimation 
of elapsed time, QOF establishment of temporal discrimination and its 
maintenance, without cbange of associated stimuli and without requiring 
explicit responses during the time period. 
In this situaticm, the qparstus is 00 a nratch t o  sample apparatus 
w i t h  three keys, the center one being illuminsted and the outer two behe  
dark. The yellow key then 
stays on between one and ten seconds in steps of one second, the rimer 
of seconds it is on being random, 
the two side keys go on. 
number of, seconds duration o f t h e  yellow period was one t o  five, the 
green key is appraprigte and i f  the number of seconds is six t o  ten 
seconds, the red key is appropriate. 
as signal,  with the red key being the signal key. 
following decision matrix: 
One peck on the center key turps it yellow. 
The yellaw key then goes out, and 
One is red and the other one is green, If the 
The larger t i m e  is conceptualized 
This produces the 
Tim-t 
30 eec. 
R e d  
Feeder Flash 
CRF 
FR 5 Food 4 sec. 
Green 
Feeder F W h  
CRF 
FR 5 Food 4 sec. 
1-5 see. 6-10 sec. 
Time-out 
30 sec. 
t I I 
__ ~ ~~ ~~ 
As can be seen t h i s  is a symmetrical maerix which is being used in the 
i n i t i a l  stages;, it w i l l  be made asymnetrical as the study progresses. 
The time-out penalty is 30 seccmds, 
l igh t  flashes w i t h  every correct response but the feeder itself is p r e  
sented every fifth correct response, provid-the pigean access t o  the 
gredn for a period of four seconds. Fading has been used t o  establish 
control by the apprapriate keys. Originally only the correct key of the 
two matching keys was i l l a a t e d  w i t h  the 3ncorreCt key gradually being 
faded in ,  a procedure previously utilized with children (Moore end 
Goldiamond) , 
For the correct responses, the feeder 
Three pigeons have been zv~l thus fer, 
A second study will investigate the pey-off matrix in t h i s  experiment. 
Reinforc-ts, condition& reinforcements, and t-outs Will be vtmied. 
B e s i d e s  the obvious relatian of t h i s  study t o  signal detection research, 
the study w i l l  relate to  research on differential reinforcement of l a w  
rate schedules (DRL), 
Related is study 111, In t h i s  study various time durations will be 
investigated, Discriminaticms of t i m e  intervals around 5-6 sec., 10-Ll 
sec., 20-21 sec. and 40-41 sec. w i l l  be investigated, 
discriminability of the various aurations vill be investigated end various 
pay-off matrices w i l l  be set up for atudying the birds' discriminations. 
The degree of 
Timiry  behsvior consists of a discrimination of stimuli, or o f t h e  
organisms' own behevior which are correlated With t i m e  or bath. The 
present research has had no exteroceptive stimulus change during the 
t h i n g  interval and has left unspecified the behsvior of the organisms 
during the timing interval. 
stimulus change and a specification of the behavior. 
Study IV will investigate situations involving 
In one experiment, 
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during the timing interval, the center key illumination w f l l  be turned 
off briefly every second (clock). 
be required t o  anit responses at a certain rake during the timing interval. 
It is suspected that such conditions w i l l  lead to *roved temporal dis- 
crimim&ion in the pigeon by bringing mediation beh&or under explicit 
control. 
In a second experiment the animal will 
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EXPERIMEBT !I!mEE: S T I m  c " G E  
Stimulus change refers t o  a change in ambient conditions which 
is not related to performance, reinforcement, or discrindnation. 
Examples are the house lights suddenly -, e sud&n noise, etc. 
Such novel stimuli often disrupt behavior. On occasion, they also 
facilitate it. They have considerable theoretical and applied impor- 
tances and are involved in generalization, habituation, etc. 
Although very l i t t le research has been done utilizing stimulus 
change as a variable, Its importaace is attested by the effort made in 
every operant experiment to eliminate its possible effects through 
stringent control of the con&ltians. The following experiment I s  past 
of a program t o  investigate this variable systematically; decision 
theory is used in the analysis. 
Two pigeons tare being run. The pigeon faces three keys, the outer 
The center key contains one being dark and the center ane illuminated. 
a columa of three vertical dots or a row of three horizontal ones. 
Pecking the center key keeps it on, but illuminates the outer keys which 
contain the match - in this case, the row of colum of three. This is 
e comparatively simple task, and the follovhg decision matrix has been 
Init ially attached: 
Horiz Vertical 
vertical 
CRF Feeder 
FlliSh 
25 4 sec. grain. 30 sec. b 
Horizontal 
Time-out 
30 sec. 3% 25 
4 see. grain 
t I 
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The constant stimulus condition that has been manipulated thus far 
is that of the illumination of the house l ight  %n the erperrrnPntal  
chamber. 
sensitive t o  the genera3 conditions under which it is established. 
though the ccmtingencies for correct and incorrect responses m e  main- 
tained, a change in the house Ught Stimuli produces marked increases 
in pais8 and false alarm retes. This type of change in detection Fate 
appears t o  be under different control f r o m  the detection rate changes 
produced by systematic manipulation of discr(mlnative stirmrli or rein- 
forcing or maintenance stlrmlzi. The present experiments are concerned 
with the emxt relatianship between the constant stimulus conditions 
and detection rate changes as the function relates t o  the training colt 
ditians U e r  which the matchhg behgviar was establlshed. The general 
phenamnon, although not dealt w i t h  directly in signal detection theory, 
has been explored experkeatally in an operent paFadigm by Aerin (1958) 
and discussed i n  respect t o  the general similarities amcmg aperant con- 
ditioning procedures end ~ i g n a l  detectiun thew (Goldiamond, 1962). 
The metching t o  s q l e  behapior has been Shawn .tO be extremely 
Al- 
. 
' .  
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ExFmIMEm!FOvR: cmcuRRExTopERABTs 
The dynemics of the interaction of two or more operants is being 
investigated in the present erperimesrt. The behaviors in a perceptual 
or detection experiment may be s e a  t o  ctmsist of ccacurrent operants 
under the control of mrultiple ana i n t e r s c t ~  variables. The success 
in prediction and quantification of behmiar. in signal  detection exper- 
iments suggests that the Si@plal Detectiosl Thew Model and general 
statistical-decision-theory 
t o  a growing and important area of interest in the exprimental analysis 
of behavior, the dynamics of the interactian of two or more operants. 
Several experiments are nQy beisg carried aut in respect t o  these areas 
of application. 
be applied directly w i t h  equal success 
the of the most importeat variables known t o  control the occurrence 
of one or the other of tvo concurrent operants is the reinforcement 
probability associated w i t h  each. 
specify the quantitative relatias among current operants as determined 
by the reinfarcestent probability (Catauia, 1963, 1965; Bermstein, 1964; 
Reynolds, 1963) . These attempts hawe aU been based on procedures in  
which there are no programmed consequences for incorrect or irrelevant 
responses. The results of the attempts t o  specips the quantitative 
relatians among ccmcurrent operants can be obtained frcm and be considered 
as e special caae of the signal-detection matrix in which there are no 
penalties for high false alarm or miss rates when concurrently there are 
large pay-off8 far correct detections and quiets. 
Several attempts have been made t o  
In one of the preseat experhnts, pigeons perform 0x1 two concurrent 
V13 min. schedules on t w o  separate response keys. 
reinforcement. 
One key provides the 
Two variable interval tapes run, and when a reinforcement 
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is scheduled by a given tape, the tape stops, with the reinforcement 
now available if a response is made, Responding produces reinforcement 
and the tape d a r t s  @e Mesnahile, the other tape is also running, 
under the 8- general program (the sets of reipforcements vary according 
t o  the pattern on the tape). 
tape. A second key i s  present. Respanding an t h i s  key switches the 
r e b f o r c d s  &on that one tape t o  those on the other tape, on the key 
providing reinforcement. Swit- occurs for the sluple reason that 
w h i l e  the organism is working 011 one tape, the other tape is  likely t o  
have "locked up" its reinforcement, and reinforcemezrt is available. 
There is a different key color associated with each tape, and hitting 
the chaagecwer (CO)  key changes this  light, as well. This procedure 
has been shown t o  be 0perSticxdll.y equivalent t o  a standard two key 
concurrent design, with the advantage that it makes the change-over or 
switching behavior explicit and recordable (Findley, 1958; Catania, 1965)- 
 he pigeon's beba~iar is related t o  one 
While the subject is responding on one of the VI: schedules (VX-A), 
one of' two states may be i n  existence. 
up" and thus mailable a t  the next respanse, If the subdect responds 
on the VI-A key, he will have correctly detectedthe presence of a rein- 
forcing 8timulus (signal). 
available on the V I A  schedule and responses on the VIA key w d d  consti- 
tute false alerms. 
behavior on V I  schedules when there 
then. 
The subject may, at auy point in time, respond on the change-over key 
A reinforcement may be "locked 
In the other state, a reinforcement is not 
False alarm responding makes up the majority of 
is no programed consequence for 
A bigh false a l a r m  rate means by definition a high detection rate, 
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and switch from V I A  t o  &. If the subject responds on the CO key when 
there is a reinforcemeat present on the  V I A  schedule, the subject's 
response is recorded 88 8 Miss, A response on the CO key when there is 
no reinfarceme& mailable on the VIA schedule is recorded as a Wet. 
correct detections and false alenae may also be recorded dlp the % 
schedule, as w e l l  as misses and wts, 
of the above eight responses i n  respect t o  the probabilities of rein- 
forcement occurrence mey account for the behavior and int-actiolns of 
concurrent operants, 
Specification of the consequences 
The matching of relative response rates t o  relative reinforcement 
frequency in concurrent apenrnts (-tenia, 1965) occurs only when there 
is a specified 0 programmed on the switching key. 
can be viewed as a special caae of a &de variety of fbnctions that could 
be produced. 
punishment cnnsequence OIL miss a& quiet responses on bath V I  schedules, 
Catania (1965) has demastrated the shift 3x1 responding from one schedule 
t o  the other 88 a Rtncticm of COD duration, The increase in detection 
and false slam responses on one V I  schedule when punishment is attached 
t o  misses and quiets on that schedule follows from a consideration 
of the general signal-detection model. 
The JRatchjmg fW%ctiOn 
The matching function is produced by placing a very mild 
The decision matrices are as follows: 
Steys at 
gtJr 
d 
mtchea 
I I 
Stws at 
Key 
I 
Switches 
Fixed ratio 
25 
praduces 
30 sec. time-out 
C O n f i n u a u s  
reinfoprcemenf 
NO 
conseq. 
continuaus 
reinforcement 
Produce 
sti.mlu8 
BO 
collseqo 
t t J 
Reinforcement is 
t I 1 1 
Produces 
stinnrlus 
BO 
conseq, 
I I I 
One of the aims of the present research in th is  area is t o  specifsthe 
interacticms between the two L f o l d  tables ia terms of their relation- 
ship to psrticular behscPioral phenomenon. Attachment of penalties for 
. 
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false alarm on the V I A  schedule should not only decrease false alam 
rgte as well 88 detection rate (generally considered as a decrease in 
respcnrse rate on the VIA schedule), but should also increase the rate 
of misses (if there is no programed negative consequence) and quiets. 
By definit im this means more switches t o  and lltoTe the spent in the 
- other schedule, the yIB schedule. 
ponses on the % schedule will produce the VIA schedule with i ts  pen- 
alties for false alarm respauding, which i n  some sense might function 
aa a punishment for switching from the VIB schedule. The single manipu- 
lation of placing a penalty on false alarm responses on one schedule may 
increase the false alann rate (as well, perhaps, as the detection rate) 
on the other schedule through the two above saurces of control. 
type of interaction may account for such behavioral phe!ncmenon as 
"contrast" of concurrent operants and suggests the significance o f t h e  
application of the signal-detection model t o  this area. 
A t  the s8me the,  Miss or Quiet res- 
This 
The actual schedule values of the V I  schedule rimy be considered 
88 the manipulation of the - a priori probabilities. 
overall average Eprobabilitg for one or the other schedule. 
specify the probability density function for reinforcement occurrence 
as a function of time!. The inverse of their Function specifies the 
probability of noise. 
ceding reinforcement occurrence, there can be specified a likelihood 
rat io  i n  respect t o  the presence or absence of a reinforcement on the 
VI schedule. 
schedule, there can be specified an ideal response in  terms of what 
One may spec* t he  
One may also 
Thus, at any given time value, t, f r a t h e  p r e  
Considering the  penalties and reinforcements for  any ane 
-7ck 
IRT value at which t o  set  8 criteria. Actual behavior ln the concurrent 
schedules may be cornpared t o  their ideel standard, which gives the cur- 
rent approach a mathematical prediction end behuvioral quantification 
that is independent of' the particular schedules employed. 
!Che present experiment8 deal primarily with the  psrrnipulation of the 
pacy-off matrix for one or both of the two cancurrent schedules. 
sideretian of these experiments, the signal-noise ra t io  bas been con- 
sidered t o  be zero. 
larly inspcwtant in  a general statement of the aaalysis of concurrent 
operants. Experiments are LLCM being set up which involve manipulation 
along the dhension of signal-noise ratios as they interact with the 
other controlling variables in concurrent situations. Previaus work 
concerned with the independence of concurrent respondiqg has involved 
the manipulation of the discriminability of reinforcement presence 
(Catania, 1963) and has been in accord w i t h  the general predictions t o  
be made F r a u  detectian theory. 
For con= 
Investigation of th i s  variable is seen to be particu- 
Our own behaviors often supply stimuli t o  us (for example, speech), 
and the task in many Skilled behaviors, such as target practice, is t0 
alter our a m  behavior in accord with the feedback it presents us, in 
terms of consequences contingent upon the behawior. 
In the Wesent VM , which is in press (Pliskoff and Goldiamond) , 
the discriminative stimuli were the pigeon's own behavior. The pigeon faced 
two keys, one being red. Its position varied, Responding t o  the 'red key 
turned it off and substituted for it the two keys, now equsUy i l l d t e d  
and w h i t e  . 
The red key went off af'ter a nuiber of responses, Ini t ia l ly ,  if 
the fixed rat io  was  5 ,  the Left key produced reinforcement and if' 95, 
the Right key, 
These ratios were then changed from 5-95 t o  10-90, 20-80, 30-70, 
40-60. The signal-noise ratio was clearly the r a t io  between these fixed 
ratios, and decision theory is clear ly  applicable, 
used was of the F t r i c a l  type previously presented, 
6 /SD ratio served as a useful measure, and this  ra t io  declined as the 
The decision matrix 
Consequently the 
rat ios  between t he  fixed ratio performances by the pigeons changed f rom 
5-95 t o  40-60, Further research will  deal vith the more general case, 
where all four entries will differ. 
The results obtained indicate the possibility of establishing and 
maintaining discrimination in  animals (including people) where the 
discriminative stimuli are the different behaviors of the organism itself. 
A publication describing the procedures in detail is in pres8, and 
copies w i l l  be transmitted when it appears, 
Fm!uFaREsEARcH 
Future research in th i s  area is concerned vi th  the systemgtic 
application of decision theory and TSD t o  the design of operant 
experiments 
W w r i m e n t s  reported in this section v i l l  be continued, These 
include delayed respanding, discridnation of elapsed t&ne* the use of 
TSD-operant research BB a base far assessing stimulus change, concurrent 
operants and related research on operant behavior, 
In addition, it is proposed t o  ini t ia te  a series of experiments in 
generalizatim. 
share commonalities, and the proposed research would seek to apply TSD 
t o  generalitation research, Analysis of the literature in these terms 
suggests that TSD may be especially relevant t o  understanding contrast 
effects, the peak shift gradient, the steepness of the gradient, and 
other generalization phenomena, An extension of TSD has been developed 
which would account for soape of these i n  terms of criterion chenge. 
The extensim involves consideration of at least t v o  matrices, and 
their  interrelaAions, an exmnple of' which was presented in the discussion 
of concurrent responding, 
The generalization gradient and psychopbysical curve 
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OTHER RE!BARC€i . 
This section reports perceptual rescar& end instrumentation in 
which the research interest I s  speciiic to the subatsntive m- 
th-elves. Three amas are reported: subjective phenapaeaa, eye- 
end Colrditiaazed mbf-. 
SERIESm: PuRExUnApTER-~m- 
There are certain perceptual phenarrmn. which me considered t o  be 
subjective by their veflr nature. 
color. 
ayay and reports what he sees. 
flashed end the subject 
These include aftercimages and subjective 
In aftez4mages, the subJect stares at a presentation, then looks 
In subjective color, black and white are 
repart seeing different colora, 
These phen-a hatre been considered elusive, subjective, and 
evanescent. 
introspective report, and therefore not capable of demnstratim in 
anirnnln. 
They have often been considered approachable oolhy throueh 
Despite the methodologicel difficulties, the phenomena are extremely 
important. 
motion pictures, and it bas been argued that ordinary vision of motian 
is guverned by similar ai'ter-images, 88 is our Vision of a constant 
world despite saccadic eye movemats. 
For exaarple, after-images a t o r  into the phi phenomen~ and 
A t  present, 3 pigeam are  being trained t o  respond i n  term of 
negative after-images. The exprimexrtal situation consists of a key, 
illuminated f'rom a projector, into which a color is presented. 
turns this light aut, slnatltaneouely illuminating 8 r a w  of 12 colored 
keys, ranging spectrally from violet t h r q h  red. 
key provides reinforcement;with the athere, timeout, 
thus far learned seven colors. 
A response 
H i t t i n g  the eppropriste 
The pigeons have 
- 
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When they learn 12, a Bitbell disc will be installed. This is a 
black and white disc vith 8 sector opening which, when it internrpts 
the l igkrt  while rotating in one directioar., turns the presentaticm into 
the negative of the color interrupted. Turn- in the other direction 
produces an enhanced positive. 
as lcag 88 rotation occurs. The match- response of the pigeon vill 
t e l l  us what aFtezcimages, if arty, he sees. 
The eflects are not ephemeral, but last 
The device CBP also be used for  subjective color, or other effects. 
Should the procedures prove effective, it may be worthwhile t o  run 
comparative studies, using squirrel monkeys and other anirnnls. 
SERIESTWO: EYEl4omams 
A Madworth Eye Camera for two eyes has been installed, and is  
currently being instrumented and being adapted far research. 
fixates on a point on atarget. 
A beam is shined into t h e  l e f t  eye as the observer is asked t o  fixate 
on the center of the target. 
of that beam, and is adjusted so that the spot appears on the center of 
the  television screen. The 8- procedures are used for the right eye. 
Theresfter, when the observer moves his eyes, the screen depicts not 
only the target, but two spots representing what part of the target  he is 
looking at. 
The observer 
A television camera monitors the  target. 
Atelevision c e r a  picks up the reflection 
The experimental problem is an analysis of ongoing eyemovements t o  
attempt t o  bring them under experinventer control. 
relevant variables are being manipulated, and the procedures may not only 
prove useful in the  control of visual anomalies and eye movements in 
observing, but also in understanding the variables governing monitoring 
and observing behaviors. 
If this  can be done, 
-7% 
SERIES TBREE: C03DIITIONED R E l B l i O R W  
Mach of our current research in perceptual behgviors, detection 
behaviors, or application of the detection model t o  new behrrviorsl 
areas involves the maintenance of ccxplex and highly developed base- 
lines which have beep demonstrated to be - sensftive t o  d-+ 
tion of those variables in  which we are interested. M3W of these 
repertoires consist of 10- and extended sequences of b e h h o r  which 
are nut or cannot, due to experimental demands, be ntaintained directly 
with primary or terminal reinforcements, 
are under the control of visual stimuli that function as conditimed 
reinforcers as a technical tool i n  the maintenance of the complex behavior 
under study, several experiments hwe been directly involved with sever& 
basic concerns in  the use of conditioned reinforcement, The results of 
soam of these experiments have been directly applied t o  the maintenance 
of sensitive detection behaviors over long experinnrntal periods discussed 
elsewhere i n  the present report. 
ditioned reinforcement have been performed in the general framework of 
extended chain schedules w i t h  several different schedules of reinforcement. 
The present experiments have slloved the specification of what aspects of 
a conditioned reinforcing stinnllus function t o  maintain behavior and 
what conditioning histories are necessary to produce control by those 
M m y  of the complex behmiors 
The experiments concerned with con- 
aspects. 
Two articles based upon this research have been submitted for 
publication, 
I 
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